Juvenile Fiction

To The Stars Isabelle by Laurence Yep JF AME
Ivy & Bean Doomed to Dance by Annie Barrows JF BAR
(popular series shelf)
A Dance Like Starlight: One Ballerina’s Dream
by Kristy Dempsey JF DEM
A Glass Slipper for Rosie by Patricia Reilly Giff JF GIF
Dancing Queen by Thalia Kalkipsakis JF GOG
Swan Lake by Mark Helprin JF HEL
Winnie (Dancing) On Her Own by Jennifer Jacobson JF JAC
Caddy Ever After by Hilary McKay JF MCK
Serena the Salsa Fairy by Daisy Meadows JF MEA (popular series shelf)

Juvenile Non-Fiction

Books on Dance can be found at call # J 792.8 in row 19
The Twelve Dancing Princesses by Rachel Isadora J 398.2 ISA
Hog Wild!: A Frenzy of Dance Music by Sandra Boynton
J 782.42 BOY
Dinosaur Dances by Jane Yolen J 811 YOL
To Dance: A Memoir by Siena Cherson Siegel J 92 SIE
Isadora Dances by Rachel Isadora J 92 DUN
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#### Picture Books

- *Dancing in the Wings* by Debbie Allen J PB ALL
- *Dancing in My Bones* by Sylvia Andrews J PB AND
- *Boogie Monster* by Josie Bissett J PB BIS
- *Tap Dance Fever* by Pat Brisson J PB BRI
- *Wiggle* by Doreen Cronin J PB CRO
- *Dance to the Rescue* by Laura Driscoll J PB DOR
- *Honk!* By Pamela Duncan Edwards J PB EDW
- *Tanya and the Red Shoes* by Patricia Lee Gauch J PB GAU
- *Flora and the Flamingo* by Molly Schaar Idle J PB IDL
- *Mama Does the Mambo* by Katherine Leinene J PB LEI
- *Groovy Joe Dance Party Countdown* by Eric Litwin J PB LIT
- *Footloose* by Kenny Loggins J PB LOG
- *Swine Lake* by James Marshall J PB MAR
- *Noel the First* by Kate McMullan J PB MCM
- *Nutcracker Noel* by Kate McMullan J PB MCM
- *Dancing Larry* by Daniel Pinkwater J PB PIN
- *The Bear Who Went to the Ballet* by Jean Richardson J PB RIC
- *Everybunny Dance!* By Ellie Sandall J PB SAN
- *Full Moon Barnyard Dance* by Carole Lexa Schaefer J PB SCH

#### Picture Books cont.

- *Dance!* By Ward Schumaker J PB SCH
- *Ballet Cat. Dance! Dance! Underpants!* By Bob Shea J PB SHE
- *The Nutcracker* by Daniel Walden J PB WAL
- *How Can You Dance?* By Rick Walton J PB WAL
- *Hilda Must Be Dancing* by Karma Wilson J PB WIL
- *Dumpy La Rue* by Elizabeth Winthrop J PB WIN

#### Juvenile Easy

- *I Want to be a Ballerina* by Annabel Blackledge JE BLA
- *Dance With Me!* By Megan E. Bryant JE BRY
- *Baseball Ballerina* by Kathryn Cristaldi JE CRI
- *Mia and the Dance for Two* by Robin Farley JE FAR
- *Dance, Annie* by Dawn Friedman JE FRI
- *Nina, Nina, Ballerina* by Jane O’Conner JE OCO
- *Dancing Class* by Harriet Ziefert JE ZIE